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Xavier Favored In Ohio Grid Classic Saturday;
Busses Leave 12 :30 p.111., Tickets Still Available

Coi111cilmen
Let's Go.
Elect Three·
On Saturday, Oct. 8, all Xavier will travel by bus and
car to Oxford, Ohio, for the tussle between the Miami UniNew Delegates versity Redskins and the undefeated and untied Musketeers,

Shown above is News Cartoonist Torn Grny's impression of
last year's Xavier-Miami game. We are reusing it with the notation
that once more depth at positions will be the decider, but this time
the shoe could be on tl}e othei· foot.

Xavier Readies Camp11s
For Regional Worl{shop
By Tom

Lyon.~

In a close election held last
Wednesday during the Student
Council meeting, Jerry Co n re y
was voted senior delegate to the
NFCCS and Larry Kane and Bob
Marquard, junior delegates.
The Rev. Maurice Link, S.J.,
moderator of the NFCCS, asked
council to hold the election, stating that the student body had
felt that the delegates, previously
.
appointed by the faculty modera. ·
. .
h
.
tor, c11cl not 1epr esent t em smce
they had not elected them. Fr.'
Link also felt that the results
o[ the election would include better relations and more co-operation between the NFCCS an d
Student Council.
Conrey was unopposed for the
senior delegate position, but Kane
and Marquard were pressed for
their positions by candidates John
Brosnan, Tom Lyons, Bill Parsley,
and Tom Gallagher.
Irvin F. Beumer, moderator of
council, announced that the deficit in the council treasury is
now below $100 due to the success
of the two dances in the armory
thus far. The deficit stood at
$183.70 when council took over
this year.
Jim Charles, council president,
proposed that a spiritual bouquet
be sent to the Very Rev. Celestin
J. Steiner, S.J., who left Xavier
this summer to take the post of
president of Detroit univesity. The
proposal was put into a motion,
seconded, and carried.
Students are asked to fill out
the spiritual bouquet blank which
is c!s~w~erc in this issue, and deposit 1t m the box designated for
this purpose in the Albers Hall
lounge.
Charles also reported that pennants would be exchanged with
other Jesuit Colleges in the U. S.
and that they would be hung in
South Hall upon arrival.
Migration Day Chairman Tom
McDermott announced that plenty
of goocl tickets were still on hand
for the- trip to Miami Saturday at
$3.60 per person, which ineludes
bus rillc and ticket to the game.
--------------

d
·Plans for the Regional Workshop of the National Fe eralion of Cathoic College Students swung into high gear with
the meeting of the Workshop committee last Friday in Albers
Hall. The Workshop will bring together at Xavier on Oct. 15,
the representatives of 10 colleges which comprise the Greater
Cincinnati Region of the NFCCS.
The Workshop is an effort to'
coordinate student activities of the
various colleges by an exchange
of ideas from qualified representatives from each school.
A series of 10 panel discussions
Friclay, Oct. '7 - Masque Society on each of the major activities
meets in South Hall Auditorium
has been prepared for the Workat '7:30 p.m.
shop, an cl it is through these
Fri. day, Oct. '7. -Information class that the representatives of the
under the mocleration of Fr.
various colleges will become faLoftus meets at 8 p.m. iii Albers miliar with what is being clone
Hall lobby.
in the other schools of the area
Saturday, Oct. 8-Football, Xavier in each individual activity. One or
vs. Miami at Miami. Student
more representatives from each
I
Council Excursion to Miami.
college will attend each of the Xavier }i'ainily P anning
Sunday, Oct. 9-Masquc Society discussions, which will range from
UN D ay CeIe h ra t'IOD
meets in South Hall Auditorium
topics like Family Life and Sodalat 2:30 p.m.
ity to Debating and Student
Xavier will help c e I e brat e
Sunday, Oct. 9-Football, Xavier
United Nations' Day, Oct. 19, with
Government.
Freshmen vs. Dayton Freshmen
an appropiate ceremony in the
at Xavier Stadium, 8:15 p.m.
Commissions to prepare discus- Fieldhouse. Dr. Raymond F. McMonday, Oct. 10-Masque Society sions on various activities have Coy, head of the Graduate Divlmeets in South Hall amlitorium been allotted to various schools. sion, is in charge of the affair.
X a v i e r has been designated to
at '7:30 p.m.
D b t
Dr. McCoy, president of the
Monday, Oct. to-Mermaid Tav- manage the discussions on e ad Cincinnati chapter of the United
ern meets at 8 p.m. in South ing and Publications .It is hop~ Nations and delegate to several
that, by these discussions, atten t"
b th h
Hall Cafeterl·a.
ere
h UNESCO conven ions o
Tuesday, Oct. 11-In Albers Hall ed by representatives from eac and abroad, will have a member
the 10 colleges, student activit
th
Lob by Clef Club meets from of
ties of all 10 schools will be of the state departmen as
e
'7:30 to 9:30 p.m.
h
f principle speaker. Tenative plans
0
Wednesday, Oct. 12-Masque So- bettered by the interc ange
call for a special section honoring
ciety meets in South Hall Amli- ideas.
the International group at Xavier
The Workshop last year was
torium at '7 ::lO p.m.
.
Th.
and paritcipation of neighboring
Thursday, Oct. 13-In Albers Hall also held at Xavier.. is ye~r .Cincinnati colleges.
Lobby Clef Club meets from Jerry Conrey, past reg10nal p~s1Dr. McCoy directed the United
'7:30 until 8:30 p.m.
dent, is in charge of the Works op,
Thursday, Oct. 13_Faculty Gath- Conrey stressed that all students Nations' spectacle in the Fleldering in Union House at '7: 30 are wel~ome ~o attend any of the house in February 1948 entitled
·
panel d1scuss1ons and the dance "Crisis 1948."
p.m.
)
(Continued on Page 6
------------

Peelt Of The
Weeli

for Satuday is Migration Day.
In their proclamation announcing Migration Day Student Council last week said, "In order to
support the Musketeers in the
way of Xavier men, and in order
to do our utmost to show the team
that at home or away we, the
Student Council of Xavier Uni-

Falls City Trip
Planned By
Campus Group

The Campus Committee held
its second meeting of the year
under the newly elected officers
Monday, Oct. 3, on the Campus.
Presided over by Jack O'Leary,
re-elected president, the committe spent most of its time discussing an excursion to Louisville
for the football game there Friday, Oct. 21. If arrangements are
completed the trip will be made
by bus. The price of the tickets
Stag or drag, Migration Day has not been decided but the
was inaugurated last year when committee hopes to keep it under
300 students and Xavier rooters $6.
boarded a train to trek to John
Also on the agenda at Monday's
Carroll in Cleveland. The response meeting were improvements and
was so gratifying that Student addition of new equipment in the
Council decided to make it an barracks.
annual affair.
Discussion was held regarding
the
part-time job placement burBecause the thrice victorious
Muskies will hold the edge going eau to assist students. Under the ·
into the tilt and because the tariff direction of Rev. Lester A. Linz,
will not be so prohibitive as last S.J., who also acts as moderator
year, the committee expects a of the committee, the bureau will
turnout of more than 500 students open aroun.d Oct. 10 on the first
floor of the Union Building.
and dates. In addition, many cars
Campus movies, a high point of
will make the trip to swell X's
last year's program, h a v e not
representation at the "Country
been arranged for this year yet,
Club College of the Middlewest."
but O'Leary announced. t h a t it
Busses will depart from in front shouldn't be long before the pracof the Fieldhouse at 12:30 p.m. tice is recontinued.
Satm:.day. They will arrive in
Other officers for this year's
Miami in time for the game, leave edition of the committee are Edimmediately after the game is ward Nock, secretary; Tom
over, and return to the Field- Jacobs, treasurer and Farris Zain,
house.
judge advocate.

versity, acting in behalf of the
student body, are behind them, we
exhort all Xavier men, graduate
d
d
d t
t h·t th
an
un ergra ua e, o 1
e
M.
. t . S t d
t "
1
iami rai a ur ay, 0 c · 8 ·
Tickets for the excursion and
the game come in one package at
3.60 each. They may be purchased
at the booth in South Hall or from
Tom McDermott, Bob Marquard
or Tom Sweeney.

Band1nen Blow Long Hours
To Present Half-Tin1e Show
By Bob Dul/
Few students realize the amount of work that goes into a
performance of the Xavier Band. Figures show that 10 to
13 hours per week go into the rehearsal o{ a show such
as was seen last Sunday evening at the half.
In Sunday's show the band had its usual 65 members plus a 16 man crew handling - - - - - - - - - - - - - props totaling a1 hardworking specialists in good entertainment. The lighting and other
ednes~ay
electrical special effects ·W e r e
The freshmen will elect their
handled by Norbert Algeyer.
four representatives to the StudThe music used in all the bands' ent Council next Wednesday afperformances is especially arrang- ternoon in the first floor lobby of
ed to add to the originality which the Library Building. Although
is an outstanding feature of Xav- the voting was to be held last
ier's instrumentalists. Among the Wednesday, with nominations
many supporters of the band in being made the week before on
both high school and college music Sept. 28, the Council decided to
circles is Merle Van Pelt, super- postpone the activities f o r one
visor of instrumental music at week.
the Conservatory of Music, and
This action was taken to enable
supervisor of instrumental music the frosh to settle themselves to
for the Cincinati Board of Educa- the new routine of college and to
tiQn. Van Pelt is very interested become better acquainted with
in Xavier's band, frequently con- their classmates.
ferring with the band's head and
Nominations for the first year
offering suggestions.
council positions were made last
At the final rehearsal last year Wednesday. Except for the
an election of officers was held in changing of the two dates, all
which Frank Kurleman was elect- arrangements concerning the
(Continued on Pa•• 8)
election w i 11 remain the same.

Frosh Go To Polls
Next

w

PAGE TWO

• ·Suggestions For 1950.
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,, The A.thenaeum's Problem

t was with a great deal of pleasure and satisohn Gilligan is a man that knows what
IMusketeer
faction the News received its copy of the J he wants and how to go about doing it. He
'49er. Although coming close to has demonstrated this on Xavier's campus be-

not making its appearance until '50, the annual was worth waiting for. The entire staff
of the year book is to be congratulated on
doing an excellent job under not-too-excellent
conditions.
.
This year's book, the best to appear m
recent years, is a well k!1it, soundly con~truct
ed piece of workmanship and shows. evidence
of planning, imagination and extensive work.
Walter Vester, art editor, is to be singled out
for his original and clever designs.
The News would like to offer a few suggestions so that this year's staff (not yet appointed) will have smoother sailing. As we
all know the annual is a record of the school
year. Hence the staff, of necessity, must. be
working year round. Of all campus organizations the annnual should be. the one to have
their staff appointed before the school term
ends in May so that they may lay plans during the summer months a!1d be right on the
job when school opens m September.. By
waiting until mid-November before appointing an editor, half the school year has gone
by before the staff begins work and then they
are a half year behind.
'
No one will deny that an annual must
have pictures. With no photographer appointed until Christmas time who takes the pictures of all the events up until that time?
Then too, an annual to be really top-notch
must have new and bright ideas. It must be
eye-catching as well as being sound, structurally. The editor and staff must be given a free
reign in laying out and designing the book,
as long as the budget will stand it, or the book,
will fall into the same pattern year after
year, resulting in a stereotyped or "dead"
book.
This year's annual was top flight-but at
what ,price?

fore, and in the field of literary magazines he
graphically showed, while editor of the Notre
Dame "Juggler," 'one of the finest quarterly
college publications in the county.
By Fred Ne1t1bill
Therefore, when he says he wants a good
"Athenaeum" we feel sure that he, and thus
Xavier, will get just that, and probably get it _ .....,;..;;;.;...;....;~..;;..-----·-----------
this year.
. ·
• Military Department Has Laudable Goal, But Means Not
We have no doubt that the ''Athenaeum" Good; Good-bye Richard; Retreat
of this year will be creditable, regardless of
• • • • •
the fact that practically an entire new staff
The Miitary Department has done a fine job of putting
is t~king. over, no~e of ~horn have any .ex- over the Military Ball. Good organization, unflinching devo1
perience m. P.roduomdg ht~ishty pe of magatzt1!1neg. tion to The Cause and willingness to help the individual solve
Further Gilligan an
is e pers are ge
l'f' d b th
y e
1 t t' t nd wi'll be forced to "beat the any and all dance-connected prob1ems,, as exemp l 1e
a a e s ar a
f
h
d · ·
'th
bushes" to find talent and solicit manuscripts. ride pool and date bureau last year or t ose es1rmg e1 ei:_,
This fact in itself shows the main problem have combined to make the Ball Th
. th t
.
t.her
"A h
·
e reason is a space is ra
·
Gilligan has. Recent issues of the
t . enae- a big event.
limited and if Fr. Dietz sends men
um" have not been at all re_presentat1ve of Considering t~e ab~ve, one must there on his own initiative conthe student bod¥, rather they appeared ~o ~e laud the boys m olive drab for fusion is likely to result.
personal magazmes put out by the ed1t01al their attempt to lower the cost of
.
board for the publication of its own work.
the Ball from $3.60 to a painless A student ma~ make his retreat
'rhis was of course an unhealthy situation. $2. That is, one must laud their an~pla~e, Fr. ~~e:~ sa~, ~of'!~~g
The board could not take an objective angle announced end. Their means is as e c ears wi
e sc 00 i ·
when viewing their own work; therefore, of- something else again.
'
ten what they consiaered good was only
The Military Department has
sniffed at by the members of the student body suggested that the admission cost
on the outside .This lowered the quality of be deducted from each cadet's $10
the magazine and thus discouraged contribu- deposit fee and if the motion cartions from students who were not on the ries each cadet be required to pay
board or friends of the board.
the money. Thus no tickets would
This, according to Gilligan, is going to be be sold on the open market. The Since it ~as ~irst .organized at
completely changed. The "Athenaeum" will Ball would have the appearance of Xavie.r University, in 1841, ~he
not only welcome outside talent and judge it a private dance with the result no Sodahty has. endeavored to maccording to merit but will desire to publish mon·ey collected would be paid cr.ea~e devotions to th~ :r::s1es;;ed
others' work before their own. On the perfect out as taxes.
Virgin Mary,_ to whom it is conma azine, for wpich Gilligan is striving, the But the private dance a~ r le secrat.ed. Its benefactors have
wrners write and the editors. edit. Personally would also circumnavigate Stu- conspicuously P 1 ~ c e ~ post~s
we can't think of a better arrangement.
dent Council, an. unwise precedent, thro1:1gho':1t the University, trying
Another principle must be con- to visualize. for the stude~t tl~e
sidered. Some may be thunder- graces h? ~isses by. neglecting to.
struck by the thought, but there partake in its functions.
are probably souls extant who do This year, Rev. Frank T. Di~tz,
not want to go to the Military S.J., has announced, the sodallty
Ball. Brass hurts their eyes, orders plans on expanding its program.
read by a cadet from the PMS & by organizing various activities
Prof. Gilligan Has Good
T gag them they dislike . ticket which will be of great benefit for
Gilligan is known to many stud-1
h
T
·
th l' t ·
Background For Subject ents
for his splendid sense of
sellers who tell them the Ball t e student. oppmg e is is
will be the "highlight of the social the Rosary Crusade, which is unBy C. Charles Lang
humor, wittiness, and alertness
season."
der way now.
to various phases of the drama
0
Since the fall semester began
For these reasons, I think it Dialog masses. a r e proposed,
several weeks ago there have and composition.
Dear Editor:
both unfair and unwise to force whereby the student actually
been new courses offered by the
Course Objectives
Your editorial entitled, "Journ- on the cadets a choice between partakes in the mass. A food
In explaining the object and alism vs Catholicism,'' in the issue going or. losing $2, money, inci- drive is slated for the hungry of
various departments at Xavier.
One such course is that of crea- purpose of such a course as for Thursday, September 22, 1949, dent·any, which would be diverted Europe and the poor of Cincintive writing, inaugurated by the creative writing, Gilligan s a y s asking for "suggestions fr o m from its original semi-tuition pur- nati. In an effort to counteract
English Department under the that by the very nature of th-e those who may see a lack of pose.
the gigantic communist May Day
direction of Dr. Charles Wheeler, course the class has been limited Catholicity," in the News, and, After all, the Chemistry Depart- celebrations, the Sodality plans a
which, as the semester matures, to a few students-those. who "where it lies," is the first step ment does not sidetrack depo;;it day of devotion to Mary in acshould prove to be a practical have expressed a serious desire toward realizing the solution of money for a "Test Tube Stomp." cord with the Christopher moveand interesting course for the to write. To perpetuate this de- a real problem. You seem to be
• • •
ment.
limited number of students in sire the student must familiarize the first to be aware that such a Richard "The Lion Hearted" Although the organization has
the class.
himself with the technique and problem does exist. Taking your Hartigan departs for Pensacola, already had two meetings, they
Instructor and N D Grad
styles of the modern writer and request for suggestions literally, Fla., Oct. H, to win his wings, still w el co me members. Dick
Teaching the course is John J. at the same time acquaint him- I would like to add my voice to which means that Xavier loses Robinson, last year's prefect, takes
Gilligan. As . instructor of t h e self with such specialized fields the many which I hope will en- a student, the Masque Society an command of the meetings until
new course, Mr. Gilligan fits his as the newspaper, magazine, and deavor to aid you in your pursuit actor and the News a football elections are held around the first
of the answer.
player and writer. It will be the of November.
position well since he has taken periodical.
considerable interest in the In the .writing of original com- It is understood that journalism fulfillment of a long time ambition In summarizing Fr. Deitz said,
writing potentialities of students positions. which are required in is concerned primarily with facts for Dick, who, I predict, will have "We wish to put a c r s s the
0
so inclined, and has for the past the course, the student will be that are vital today. And yet, it no trouble with flying-he's been thought that the Sodality
is not
year taken an active measure as able to choose the kind of com- is admittedly impossible for ·a high before and handled himself an organization for piety. Naturadvisor and faculty moderator of position he fels most competent journal to publish all the facts. adequately.
ally the members should be pious,
• • •
but mainly they must be active.
the Athenaeum, Xavier's liter- in accomplishing, such as essays, The journalist, then, is faced with
ary quarterly magazine. _
short stories, verse, biographies, the necessity of selecting those Rev. Frank T. Dietz, S.J., stated They - must abound in apostolic
facts which exhibit ~n.. miniature, this w:eek that those who wish to work and personal example. The
A native of Cincinnati, he is and the like.
Workshop Atmosphere ·
the character and spmt of a par- make their retreats at Milford field is unlimited. We hope to put
one of four sons of John J.
Gilligan, funeral director, a n d During the semester Gilligan ticular current event.
this year must contact the individ- Xavier's Sodality at the level it
resides in Hyde Park with his expects to conduct classes in a As a college reader, I am not ual retreat captains themselves. belongS-..:the top."
·
wife and three children. Follow- w 0 r k sh 0 'p atmosphere where as interested in the fact that suching his ,graduation fr 0 m st. students and teacher can get to- and-such a club met Thursday at
y
M IA
Xavier High School, Gilligan at- gether informally while talking so-and-so, and elected Joe Doakes
A
~
tended the University of Notre over various points and con- president, as I am in the fact that Xavier University, September 20 1949, weekly except during vacation ~rlod._Vol.
Dame Where he 0 b ta 1• n e d a
The Philosophy Club has been XXXIV No., 3, Xavier University, Hamilton County, Cincinnati. Ohio, Evanston.
structively c r i t i c i Z in g one
J,50 per year. Entered as second class matter October 4, lllM at the Post
Bachelor of Arts degree in De- another's writings. Much of what ab~e .to show . how Metaphysical
omce at Cincinnati, Ohio, under the Act of March 3, 1879.
cember, 1942. After serving in is written will have a chance to principles can influence every day
Subscription ,uo per Year.
the U.S. Navy during the war as be published in The Athenaeiim living. Nor is· the fact that J~m 1...\\~ C~-=-''_..
Member .
a Lieutenant (j.g.) he obtained a under the individual student's Blas presented a paper to the ltt- ,.,. . . . . . ..
• :_ ... Inuit College Newspaper Au'n.
Master of Arts degree at the name. One assignment for all erary society, of any valu.e tom~. ')='"I:'
University of Cincinnati in June, enrolled in the course will be I want to know what his thesis
AuoeJatecl Colledate Pr1947. Since then he has been participation in the annual Jesuit was, an~ how, and ~hy, he de- ~
~ The Catholic School Prem All'n.
·associated with the Xavier !ac- Intercollegiate Essay Contest fended it. If the president of the
t.. - - .."I
. lntereolledate Colleie Pftllll
ulty, teaching rhetoric, drama, which is to be announced offi· university spoke at a banquet, I
"'•A-p\t/''"
Ohio Colleie New.paper All'n.
and poetry at the Evanston and cially in several weeks.
want to know what he said, and ____.:__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Downtown Colleges. Last year,
how it affects me, not who was EDITOS·IN-CHllEF..............................................................................i.•••• A. llH•l••· Ir., •111
f
· •s pea k enJllANA01Ea ................................................................................. ~....11rr,. Balleraa, •11
during· one o Xavier
As an in&piration to Xavler'a th ere, an d t he f ac t th a t the re- BV&INSll
MANAGING EDIToa ..................................................................................................Tl• Dew•, •11
rollments, he pinched hit in the sons of .the future to love their porter assigned thought it was A ..eela•• Edtter ...................................................................................................T•• oa11a111er, •111
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Philosophy Department, teach- country and if need be die tor it, a delighful speech.
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·
t
I
·
J
•
l•••ln1
Colle1e E41tor
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llarlllf
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PRESS SHOWS VIGOR

Jesuit Minister, Fr. Wiatrak,
Is Man of Many Capabilities
By Dan Solon
If someone asked you to name the Jesuit minister here
at Xavier, your first reaetion would probably be one of surprise. "Jesuit" and "minister" seen to be mutually exclusive
terms, yet Rev. Edward T. Wiatrak, S.J., has held precisely
that title since the latter part of July, and is·still a member
of the Church in good standing.
As Fr. Wiatrak himself explains
it, the post of minister in a Jesuit
community is closely comparable
to that of executive officer aboard
a ship. He acts as right-hand man
. to the president of the university
in all non-academic matters. Under this heading fall such diversified concerns as the health of the
Jesuits and preparation for receiving visiting dignitaries. In addition to these administrative duties,
Fr. Wiatrak acts as assistant pastor of St. R o b e r t Bellarmine
parish.
Taught At St. X High
No stranger to Cincinnati as he
begins his current assignment, Fr.
Wiatrak taught as a scholastic at
St. Xavier high school from 1929
to 1931 and returned there in 1942
-43. During both periods, he acted
as coach for the St. Xavier athletic
teams, turning in a very creditable
record for the school and held the
post of athletic director during
the latter assignment.
In the summer of 1943, Fr. Wiatrak was transferred to New York
to become associate editor of
"Jesuit Missions," remaining in
th11t post for six years. During
this time his duties compelled him
to travel a great deal, and he became well acquainted with the
ins and outs of American journalism, both.religious and secular.
Catholic Pre5s
Commenting upon the work being done by the Catholic press,
Fr. Wiatrak observed that thos~
papers ad periodicals have shown
g r e at vigor in presenting the
large-scale moral and ideological
issues of the day. He cautioned,
however, against the prevalent
danger of overemphasizing these
issues while paying too little attention to the internal health of
the Church, that is, the sanCtity of
each man.
Fr. Wiatrak deplored the crowinr tendency· of A m e r i c a n s to

Weekly Meeting
Inaugurated By
Mermaid Tavern
The Mermaid Tavern, Xavier's
exclusive writers club, has changed the frequency of its meetings
from bi~monthl3' to once-a-week.
This was done in order to accomplish more toward its goal of
fostering association of graduates
and undergraduates actively interested in writing.
Th T
d d f'
ive new
e avern P1e ge
members at the close
of the last
.
.
semester_, those bemg Jo.hn Q~mIan, 'l'om Gallagher, Jim Kmg,
Paul Thiemann, and Walt. Vester.
The schedule of meetings for the
tavern for the first semester is as
follows:,

POLLUX
Oet. 10: An1els Hl1hday
11: Pater Noster Row
H: Rapbeal Hl1hday
Nov. 7: Martlnmas Blchday
21: Celllia Hl1hday
21: Thankqlvln1 T a v er n
( All-Patron)
Dec. I: St. Nicholas Shambles
12: Banbury Crou
H (Wed) Christmas HJ1h.
daJ (All-Patron)
Ian. 8: HllarJ Bl1hda1
Feb. 8: Valentine Bl1hdaJ

Conference with Student
Counsellor Required
One of the requirements for
the successful completion of the
semester's work is a conference
with the Student Counsellor,
Rev. Frank T. Dietz, S.J. Anyone not fulfilling this requirement will not receive credit for
the semester.
Names of students and times
of conferences are posted on the
main bulletin board in Science
Hall. Courtesy demands that
anyone not able to meet the
time appointed see Fr. Dietz
for au alternate time.

Gilligan Outlines
Athenaeu1n Plans
Fo.. Coming·Season

Fr. Wiatrak
believe any statement made by a
"relia~le authority" simply because it appears in print, without
regard for logic or fact. He praised
the work of such outstanding men
as Elmer Dav~s in attem~ting to
keep the pubbc correctly mformed, but warned that an even larger
number are using the media of
information to further s e 1f I s h
interests.

Home Addresses
Of Xaviel9 Men
Read Like 'McNallv

-'
Eight thousand miles is a long,
long way, if you think about it,
but James King and Guilherme
Ri~eir~, sophomores at X, didn't
thm~ .1t to far . to travel for a
Chr~shan educ.atl?n.
Kmg and R1be1ro. came all the
way from S~anghai a n d. Hong
Kong, ~especti.vely, to matriculate
at Xavier. This fact was gleaned
f r o n;i statistics on the . student
body recently made public.
Other Countries
Besides China, six other foreign
countries and territories are i·epresented among the students.
They are Hawaii, w i t h eight,
Puerto Rico, three, Jamaica and
the British West Indies, two each,
and England and Germany, one
apiece.
With 27 states and the District
of Columbia s e n d i n g men to
Xavier, Ohio is far out in front,
her native sons composing approximately 75 per cent 0250) of
the total enrollment. Of th~se
1250 almost a thousand call Cmcinnat~ their. h~me.
.
Behind Ohio is Kentucky, with
239; Indiana and Illinois follow
with 87 and 73, i·espectively. The
E as t Coas t con t ri"b ute s 46 ·stud ents but the Far West sends only
t
'
wo men.
675 Veterans
Another glance at the statistics
show that veterans still make up
a large proportion of the aspirants f o r knowledge at Xavier,
their total of 675 composing 40
per cent of the student body.
Figures f r o .m th e Graduate
School indicate an addition of 65
new men and women to the eight
departments, raising the total enrollment to 155. According to
Departments, they are divided in
this way: Education, 69; Chemistry, 20; Philosophy, 1'1; English,
16; History, 15; Mathematics,
seven; Classics, four; Miscellaneous, three.

At the organizational meeting
of the Ath~naeum held Monday,
Oct. 3 in Science Hall, John Gilligan- outlined the program for
the coming year and the new
editorial lineup.
Gilligan, who is faculty moderator of Xavier's literary magazine, plans to put out at least
.two issues this year and possibly
three. The first will be handed
to students before the Christmas
holidays.
A change has been made in
the editorial str·ucture of the
magazine. In place of several
associate editors t h e magazine
will have specific posts such as
poetry editor, fiction editor, essay
editor, art editor and review editur. All will be under the direction of an editor-in-chief.
Those at the meeting were instructed to write a letter of application for the post they wanted. Gilligan will then make his
selections.
"It is my hope to make these
Athenaeums the best ever published, and to achieve a high degree of literary merit. There is
no reason why Xavier can not
produce the best student literary
publication of any school in the
country," Gilligan told the group.
Those in attendance were Donald Saunders, W. J. Calvin, James
R. Murdock, Joseph T Felix, Max
Lammers, Jack Worrell, Al Moser, Lynn Farmer, Tim Dowd, Paul
Buco, W i 11 i a m Parsley, C. C.
Lang, Ray Ashrock and J o h n
Connelly.

Kloska Et Al Joins
McMurray At Albee
Monday evening, Oct. 10., will
be Xavier Night at the Albee
theater in downtown Cincinnati.
The entire football squad, coaches
and cheerleade1·s will be introduced from the stage.
The presentation w i 11 t a k e
place approximately at 9 p.m. It
is being given in conjunction
with "Father Was a Fullback"
starring F r e d McMurray and
Maureen O'Hara.
All Xavier ..students are invited
to attend and join in the songs
and cheers for their alma mater.

Watch for the
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Courey, Kane and Marqua1·d
Elected .NFCCS Delegates
At the Student Council meeting Sept. 28, senior Jerry
Conrey and juniors Larry Kane and Bob Marquard were
chosen by vote of Council to be Xavier's delegates to the National Federation of Catholic College Students.
Xavier, for the first time in its history, received the 'right
to elect three delegates. E a c h
college elects one senior delegate,
who must be an upper classman,
and a numbr of junior delegates
proportional to its size.

of all the campus activities, has
been formed here at Xavier. This
year Conrey, as senior delegate of
NFCCS from Xavier, will preside
over meetings of the Board.
Other Appointments
Other i·ecent appointments released by the Regional Council
were: John Vogel, regional vicepresident of NFCCS, was appoint-.
ed c h a i 1· m a n of International
Relief and Foreign Travel Program, which makes possible reduced rate pilgramages to Europe
for students in the Holy Year 1950.
John Brosnan, alternate delegate from Xavier, has accepted a
position as Chairman of the Regional Press Commission, while
Tom Lyons, Xavier's other alternate d e 1 e g a t e, was designated
Regional Director of Publicity.

Conrey, president of the Cincinnati Region of NFCCS last year,
has a· long record of distinguished
s e r v i c e with the organization.
Kane, winner of the Verkamp
medal for debating last year, and
Marquard have also long been
active in the NFCCS.
Act As Liaison
The delegates' chief duty is to
act as liaison between the students
and the Regional Council. They
are expected to be familiar with
clubs on campus, and form. a link
between those clubs and clubs of
the same nature in the other colleges of the region.
To assure cooperation between
Tom Duff, 180-pound guard,
the clubs on campus and the
NFCCS, the Board of Club Presi- won his first monagram from
dents, composed of the presidents Xavier in 1946.

An Exceptio·nal Value!

I 00 °lo Cashmere Sweater
Th~ prize of every casual wardrobe I Our cashmere sweater of sturdy, imported yarns, closely
knit to stay in shape, to give warmth without
weight. Natural, grey, maroon, .navy, black, li1ht
blue, light and dark green. Sizes small, medium,
large, extra large.

16.95
417 Vine Street near Fountain Square

Phone MAin 3610

t£J
DuNtAP
C1u1111 ~ SHOf'

HART SCHAFFNER & MARX CLOTHES
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Too Important To Forget --

Opening Date of our

New
Flower Shop

•

CARL'S
Beadln1 Bel. at Tenneaee

The tremendous value of milk as a natural
·energy restoring food makes it an essential
in every student's diet.

J. H. FIELMAN DAIRY CO.
2519 Vine Street

AV. 6480
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BLUECHASEVICTORYXAVIER SPORTS
NO. FOUR SATURDAY
.· ·
Frosh Open Seaso11 Sund~y Ge'!'r Baskets
Going Fast In.
REDSKINS Ag . D t y Ji .
AGAINST
MIAMI HAS SHOWN POWER IN SPLITTING 2 GAMES
ainst ay on ear ngs
IM, Department
WITH POWERFUL FOES---OLIX STILL AROUND
By Jack Schroeder
Xavier's talent-laden Musketeers go after their fourth
straight victory of the 1949 football season, when they invade
Oxford, Ohio, for a Saturday afternoon game with the Miami
University Redskins.
Despite the fact that the upstaters dropped a 21-18 deci-

Wulk Picks Starters From
Flock Of First Year Men

lings. The Flyer Frosh are reputed to be one of the finest first
year squads in the school's hisBy Jim O'Co1111ell
Sunday night under the lights tory.
Although none of the stai·ting
of Xavier Stadium Coach Ned
Wulk will unveil the 1949 edition spots on the Xavier club have
of the Xavier frosh team against been filled for sure, Coach Wulk
the University of Dayton year- did give the News a run-down of
the leading candidates for each
position.
Ends and Tackles Light
On the line, the p i c t u r e is
something like this. Three men,
John O'Connor (195 lbs.) of St.
,Patrick's' High, Ch i c a g o , Ill.,
' Bill Clark (175 lbs.) of St. Anthony's High, Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.,
and Jack Dowd (175 lbs.) of St.
Charles High, Columbus, Ohio,
are fighting f o r t h e t w o end
berths.
The tackl~ spots are wide open,
but Tom Sikorski, a 195 lb. converted center from Mt. Carmel
. High, Chicago, seems to be the
standout of the five candidates.

sion to Virginia University last
Saturday, the Big Blue will be in
for an afternoon of hard work.
Back this year to give the Musketeers plenty of trouble, are such
stars as Mel Olix, Sam Wipple,
Jack Bickel, and Hal Paul, to
mention only a few.
Some Standouts Gone
Missing from this year's team
are Paul Shoults, John Weaver,
Jack Faulkner and Lou Florio,
four of the standouts who spelled
defeat for the Battalion in the
1948 contest.
In the two games that Miami
has played this season, the Redskins have shown that they are
still a power to be reckoned with.
Wichita fell before the Redmen's
onslaught, 23-6, in the curtain~
raiser for both clubs.
Last week, Virginia defeated
Miami after a hard battle, with
the margin of victory provided by
the Redskins' inability to convert
after touchdowns. However, it
must be remembered that Virginia
tackles four of the N a t i o n' s
"name" teams in Pennsylvania,
Tulane, North Caroliria and WashJimmy Liber ,star halfback now on the injured list, was preington and Lee.
sented
with a traveling bag and a set of golf clubs by admirers
Miami Forwards
durin 00 half time ceremonies at the Quantico game. Left to right
· Woody Hayes' wall wili feature
..
'
Paul and Pequignot at the ends; Liber and Committeemen Jitty -Marino and Frank Montag.
Plank and McCormick a~ the tackles; Vracin and Quattrone at the
guards, with Bob Kappes, a threeletterman, ·in the center position.
Olix, Bickel, Wipple and Pont
should get the nod to fill the
backfield roles.
A large group of Xavier rooters
is expected to travel by bus to HOLD 15.0 LEAD AT HALF, CUT TO 15-7,
Oxford for the game, which from BUT BLUE REBOUNDS AND SCORES TWICE
all indications will be a complete
By Jude Hill
sell-out. The contest will get under way at 2:30 p.m., (EST).
One of the strongest Xavier lines in Musketeer football

JIMMY LI BER HONORED

MUSKIE AND MARINE
STREAKS (2 AND 27)
CLASH; X WINS, 29-7

WILKE TOPS
XU SCORERS
IN TD RACE

w i t h three football g am e 5
written in the record books, Cliff
Wilke, the White and Blue battering ram, was leading the Xavier
scorers with iive touchdowns for
30 points. In ten games last season, Jim Liber was the top scorer
with 31 points. Place-kicker Gerry
Keefe has converted 11 of 15
tries for only two less than he
completed during the entire 1948
seasons.
P.A. T.
Player
TD's Att. Con. Tot.
Wilke .............. 5
o o 30
DeFranco ........ z
o · o II
Boeekers .......... 2
o o 12
Habn ·................ z
o o 12
Finnell ............ 1
o o
6
O'Brien ............ 1
o o
6
Fennell ............ 1
o o 6
Muaio .............. 1
o o 8
Keefe ................ o 15 11
11
15 15 11 101
(Safety by Moore, Quantico)
MUSKETEERS ?
, Xavier U. received its 'Muske·
teer' nickname from Fr. Finn, a
well-know author of the famous
aeries of books for boys.

history demonstrated its combined genius again last Sunday
night as the Blue and White exploded the Quantico Marines'
27 game winning streak with a thorough 29-7 win before 14,000
wild eyed fans at the Stadium.

While Feldhaus' miserly u p - - - - - - - - - - - - - fronters were limiting the Marine tempt to run it out, and collared
running aces to a scant 80 yards the Marines B e n Moore behind
r~shing, the Xa':'ier tr~o of Squeri, the goal line for a safety, sending
Finnell, and Wilke pile~ up 240 X ahead, 15-0.
yards ~etween the_m with some The Quantico eleven didn't seem
to want their winning s tr e a k
fancy hne shreaddmg.
Bob McQuade also kept the snapped and came out for the
stands lively by clicking on nine second half eager to get their
of 17 passes, two going for touch- offenese rolling. York pounced
on a Blue fumble at the 25 imdowns.
mediately after the kickoff and
McQuade • DeFranco TD
on
a fourth and one situation,
Jim DeFranco was on the receiving end of the first McQuade Flores surprised the Xavier secscoring heave, latching on at the ondary with a quick pass play to
10 yard line, and hustling across end Bob Smith, good for sixteen
untouched for a 15 yard overall yard and a T. D.
gain and Xavier's opening tally.
They Threaten Again
Keefe hit from placement and
The Marines threatened again
the Musketeers were never head- on thefr next series of ,downs but
ed after that.
misfired lobs squelched the rally
Cliff Wilke picked up where he at the X 14 yard line. Early in
left off at Dayton and pushed the fourth period Bob McQuade
across from six inches away on burst out with another display of
the opening play of the second his passing sharpness as he pitchquarter to give Xavier a 13 point ed a bullseye to Hugh O'Brien,
spread.
the toss and carry netted 46 yards
Marine Refuse To Quit
and a touchdown. This iced the
The Musketeers blew another ball game and gave the Muskescoring chance later in the period teers their second straight upset
when Squeri f u m b 1 e d on t h e victory. Cliff Wilke made the
Quantico nine. They did get a dopesters look even worse by putconsolation two points, however, ting over the finisher midway in
as Wilke and Carincl bro k e the final quarter on a five yard
through on Quantico's first at(Contlnued _on Pase I)

First come-first serve is the
p o 1 i c y of Xavier's Intramural
Department concerning the gear
baskets located in the fieldhouse.
All students expecting to participate in the IM program are urged
to obtain their baskets now. No
fee is required other than five
cents to cover the cost of towels.
This fee will be assessed at each
basket check-out.
Student groups are again reminded to elect or appoint a intramural representative so as to
provide ample representation at
IM . meetings. Preparations are
now being made to facilitate an
early opening date for the basketball league.

Their Tasl~:
To Beat 'Down
Mel's Passes

Guards Plentiful
The guard picture is more certain. Jack Skole (185 lbs.) from
Joliet Catholic, and Bill Schramm
(205 lbs.) fr 6 m Cincinnati sf.
Xavier have the ins id e track.
However, Kevin Kragbaum (175
lbs.) of St. Mary's High, Marion,
Ohio, and Dale Dearwater (180
lbs.) of ·Roger Bacon, St. Bernard,
Ohio, are giving them a run for
their money.
· 1
The center post will be shared !
by 185 lb. Bob Rieman, another 1
RHoger Bac on gradudate,f and TDick \
ogan, a 150 poun er rom roy,
Ohio.
'Nother Chicago QB
The Frosh will field a backfield
that will be headed by quarterback Tom Bamber (170 lbs.) from
Chicago St. Patrick. The halfback
spots are still to be filled with no
less than eight boys fighting for
the first string nod. Big 215 lb.
Stan Schneider of Cincinnati St.
XJl'vier will probably be the starting fullback. The No. 2 full is
Jim Grace (185 lbs.) of Joliet
Catholic High.
To h a n d 1 e the points-aftertouchdowns is Tom D o e r g e r ,
former Cincinnati Purcell hooter.
Coach Wulk reported that several players switched fro m the
positions t h e y played in high
school to new posts to strengthen
the varsity teams of future seasons. The changes were mostly on
the line.
Student activity books will be
honored at Frosh Game.

COM I NG Up '•
26 B1g
• Names F or
Basketball Team

Xavier's 1949-50 basketball
schedule, listing 26 outstanding
quintets from every sector of the
nation, will be released on Oct.
11, according to Al Stephan, athletic director.
Meanwhile, C o Ac h Lew Hirt
has appl'Oximately 20 prespective
cagers conditioning on the skirts
of the Xavier football field. Hirt,
now in his fourth year as Musketeer cage tutor, says he is well
pleased with t h e condition of
most of his varsity candidates.
Weather permitting, Hirt plans
to keep the hoop men out in the
open for at least another week.
He explained that the boys seem
to want to work out in the fresh
air before they get down to the
strenuous pi·acticing in the fieldhouse.

Capt. Ray Stackhouse
To these two tac~les and the
other members of Xavier's for•
ward wall will go the task of .
stopping Miami quarterback Mel
Olix before he can loosen his
deadly arm which has netted over
2000 yards in the last two seasons.

Cady Undergoes
Knee Operation
Bill Cady, stellar Xavier bas·
ketball player, was resting comfor.tably in Deaconess Hospital
this week a f t e i· undergoing _an
operation on his right knee Monday morning. The tall junior injured a cartilage in his knee during a baseball game this summer
and it failed- to respond to preliminary. treatments. He is expected to be discharged from the
hospital Friday or Saturday.
If the knee heals successfully,
Coach Lew Hirt stated that Cady
can begin workouts in late November and will be ready for
action by December.

I
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Xavier's Stocli Risi11g, Peel~
In National Magazi11es Sl1ow

superb job as far as Xavier is
concerned with a fine writeup
and large pictures of Capt. Stackhouse and Bob McQuade.
All in all, it seems the nation
Picture DeF1·auco, Marek,
is slowly being acquainted with
gives Xavier a wonderful spread, the fact that Xavier is more than
McQuacle, Stackhouse
with about six lines of glowing just the first name of a Latin
(Editor's note:
This· tvl'iteup prose and pictures of' Jim DeAmerican bandleader.
was originally intended to be a franco and Jim Marek.

Three down-seven to go. Last week we wrote that each week
we wished we could give the record of our Muskies on their way to
an undefeated season. Two weeks ago it was one and nine, last week
two and eight and now stands at three wins and seven tough hurdles
still to go. Our heroes have looked superb so far but they realize as
well as anybody else that the "meat" of the schedule still lies ahead.
The road is still rough but until our bubble of unbeatenness (if the
English teachers will close their eyes on that latter word, a creation
of a warped intellect) is shattered, we will go along with all the
loyal fans who dream of the unblemished slates and defeatless seasons. Good luck, boys, it's still a long way off.

• • • • •

part of Athletes Feats but encountering g1'eat trouble in keeping the column short enough to
fit on the page, we thought we
hacl bette1· make it a separate
story and pl'es·ent it befOl'e football closed its 1949 nm.. )

We at Xavier are pretty proud
of our athletic teams. We like
to see them win and we like to
see them get publicity. If this
publicity is nation-wide so much
the better. A rundown of ten
national magazines, three appear.:.

Marek Little All-American
In Stanley Woodward's first
annual preview, he selects Jim
Marek, complete with picture, as
t a c kl e on his pre-season AllSmall College team.
Complete Football 1949 does a

Haircutting That Satisfies

Osborne's Barber Shop
1726 Brewster Ave.
Evanston
(Just west of Montgomery Rd.)

Covert
Suit

A few Notes On The Game: An interesting coincidence in the
game was that a safety was scored in the first half, just as in the
Marines' game one year ago. Frank Glade's·· safety in 1948 gave Xavier its fifteen point total while that was again the score last Sunday
for three quarters. Wilke and Carinci were responsible for this
year's two points when they almost dissected Marine Ben Moore in
his end zone late in the second quarter.
...
There were times in the game when it looked like things were
getting out of the officials' hands. Some of ·the Marines seemed to
be overly aggressive and not making their bloc~ing and tackling
contacts strictly according to Hoyle (if he had anything to do with
wl'iting the football rules). Scattered boos and insinuations
were -heard. Officials were berated by the cup-of-coffee in
South-Hall-before-that-8:30-class boys for not calling more penalties
(only four were called against each team).
About all we have to say is that the refs are engaged by the
home team after consultation with the visitors and from then on,
they're in control. They call 'em as they see 'em and if one group of
DcFranco Honored
officials Is more lenient than another set or not able to follow the
plays, it is the fault of the athletic heads who make he selections and ing weekly or bi-weekly and seven
not the officials themselves who may be lacking In some officiating football sp-ecials, showed that, on
proficiencies.
the whole, Xavier's athletics are
• • • •
in the na*ion's eye.
In an effort to console some Muskie fans who may think their
"Best of Rest"
heroes we1·e "roughed" by the visitors, we would like to insert this
little he-who-laughs-last, etc., note. On the last play of the game,
Grantland Rice in Look magasome Musketeer must have thrown a terrific block on Marine tackle zine chooses to ignore Xavier and
Cecil Jones. The Xavier marching band must have marched up and all its .opponents save Kentucky
down the field in their victory parade at least four times before to specialize on the big teams. He
Quantico managers could revive the prostrate 220 pound tackle. and mentions the Wildcats' sensahelp him off the field and out of the way of Gil Maringer's marching tion a 1 sophomore quarterback,
Babe Parelli, as one of the rising
Blue.
stars.
• • • •
Watching Wilke and Finnell with yardage-reaping running
Francis Wallace in Collier's
reminded us of the years when two fellows named Doc Blanchard names Xavier as being among
and Glenn Davis were earning reputations as Mr. Outside and Mr. the third flight teams in the MidInside. Those names were not copy-writed and could easily be applied dle West and numbers foes Cinto the Xavier scene.
cinnati, Dayton, Miami and John
• • • • •
Carroll in the same catagory.
It's nice to notice that there is a gentleman in the Keefe family.
In the Saturday Evening Post,
Our brother Gerry ·(who kicks extra points) was seen helping Marine Fred Russell selects the Muskeback Bob Maiden up on his feet after his third conversion try. Maid- teers as being the "Best of Rest"
en, attempting to block Gerry's effort and not in the best of humors, in the Midwest along with UC,
took Gerry's gentlemanly deed as a hostile act. For a minute, ·we Miami, Dayton and John Carroll.
thought the Marine was going to misplace a few teeth of the Milton In picking 11 outstanding lineBerle of South Hall but everything turned out _peacefully.
men from the Midwest, Russell's
Campus Favorite for Sharp Students ... just what
only selection outside the Big Ten
•
•
you want for book-days ... a wool covert suit that's
Pinned on the bulletin board in the varsity dressing rom last and Notre Dame was Xavier's
single breasted, with 3 patch pockets, deep pleat
week was the following letter from the office of the President of the fine end, Jim Defranco. Mel Olix,
Miami
quarterback,
-..vas
the
only
University of Detroit.
slacks, full zip closure. Precision tailored to stand .
back outside the already named
Mr. Edward Kluska, the Coaching Staff and Xavier Team:
the gaff. Brown, blue or green . . . sizes 35 to 40,
··My sincerest congratulations on the season thus far. Very special monopolists to gain recognition.
regulars
and longs, ..............................................$39.50
congratulations for that fine effort of Saturday afternoon at Dayton.
Yea Yankto1.1.
I have· been doing a lot of boasting here. But I really mean it every
College Football Illustrated
Mabley's College Shop : Second Floor
time I say that Xavier has the best team in Its history. That "best" ex- could find no room in its 1948
presses more than mere playing skill. There is the Xavier Man at his resume for Xavier although it
best. I am thinking of the qualities that inspired the Korte Construc- prints the scores of Yankton,
tion Company to write as they did about Xavier's captain and a Xav- S.D., College (433 students). It
ier end.
does, however, mention Xavier
My best wishes to all of you, and the assurance of my prayers. several times (with accompanyLoyalty to yourselves, to the School, to the Coaches, to one another ing incorrect scores) in its comwilJ keep you great. Never forget that you are playing for something posite season schedule.
j~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;=:;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
bigger than yourselves. Never think of yourselves as individuals.
Football Digest runs Xavier's
Forget yourselves as individuals if you would be remembered.
schedule along with 349 others
I hope to see at least one of the gpmes. At any rate I'll be but Inter-collegiate and ProfesFor
following your every effort.
sional Football (by Dell) brushes
GOOD TASTE
May God And Our Blesed Mother watch over you. only lightly on some of the MidVery sincerely yours,
America Conference big boys and
GOOD HEALTH
(signed) Celestin J. Steiner, S.J. lets it go at that.

... .

•

•

•

• •

Mahley & Carew

QUANTICO STREAK
STOPPED BY BLUE
(Continued from Page 4) ,
crash over left tackle. A 20 yard
ramble around the left side by
Bob Finnell and a .15 yard roughness penalty set Xavier up in
scoring position.
Standouts were numeroias in
Xavier's third straight excellent
showing and soph line backers

Dick Fennell and Tit Carinci were
as impressive as anyone. Bob McQuade's accurate passing made the
Muskies a worry from anywhere
and spread Quantico's de f en s e
enough that t h e Xavier ground
game clicked surprisingly well
against the huge Marine forwards.
No end of praise should also be
heaped on Bill Feldhaus' forward
wall. Using the usual clique, they
were terrific.

Foes Rate
Pie's football quarterly d o e s
not list Xavier's schedule among
the 142 it does mn but does give
us a short paragraph all to ourselves in t h e Midwest section.
Tommy Devine, the magazine's
mid-west representative, picks
among the section's top ten independent teams Miami (4th),
Dayton (6th), John Carroll (7th)
and UC (9th).
Illusb·ated Football An n u a 1

. ..:.~·.· - .
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MILK
An Independent Since lltl
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Tea For Thirty
IRC Begins Third
Is TtJne Suuclay
¥ ea1· With Seminar
}?or }lasque Group On National China.

By Al Moser
All the devoted disciples of Bop will probably drag out their
best uerets nnd horn rims on October 15, and dash down to Taft to
give out with a loud whislle for Norman Granz and his associates
in this YL'at·'s edition o[ Jazz at the Philharmonic. The company is
practically identical with the one which was here in the spring. Ella
l"ilzgeralcl is along for the vocals.

* * *

Incidculally, or coinciclcntally, the Symphony season opens at
in·ecisely ihc sanrn time on the same llay. So the1·e you have it. Take
your choice. However, if you like both kiµds of music, and there's
110 reason why you shouldn't, you'll do better to·,go down and see
G1·:mz on the .l5th, ancl choose from the other 19 symphony
}ll'Og'l'UlllS.

* * * * *

Still another lype of music, if you don't like either of the other
two, or even i[ you do, is going to be given a hearing next Saturday
night (Octobei· 8) at the 'l'aft. The SPEBSQSA (Society for the Preservation and Encouragement of Barbershop Quartet Singing in
America) in presenting its third annual concert. The first of these
concerts played lo standing room at·Music Hall and offered one of the
most enjoyable evenings I've spent in the theatre. Last year's concert
was pleusant but not up to the previous year's top. ·

* * * * *

The new edition of the Ice Follies is clue at the Garllen for eleven
pc1·l'ormanccs beginning· Nov. 7. I didn't get to see the Follies
last year, but hcarll l'l·om some people who know show business
pretty well that it was the best ice show that playecl Cincinnati.
\\'e'll see.

*

* * *

For the more aesthetic entertainment-seeker, the piece de resistance of the season comes curly. The Ballet 'l'heare will offer two
evening performances and one children's matinee on Nov. 29
aml 30. This is i\me1·ica.'s leading ballet company, and if you're a
novice of the arts, you·have the opportunity of seeing a fine company
pn'senl an evelling of the most graceful of the the thealr·. arts.

* *

And speaking· of the tbeah·e, w're going to see some plays here

this year, believe it or not. So far, two elates have been am1ounceclNov. 22 for Maxwell Anclerson's "Anne of the Thousand Days"
at 'l'al't, and Dee. 5 fo1· te1·rific "Mister Robe1·ts." Other plays
and musicals have been booked for the season, but no dates set. The
'l'hcatrc Guild hasn't ::mnnouncecl its series this year either.

Tw·o Priests Ill;
Allowed To 1.,ake
Se1uester Leaves
Because of illness, the Reverends Victor C. Stechschulte S.J.,
and Thomas A. Mccourt S.J.,
have taken a leave of absenc.e
from their teaching duties this
semestel'.
Fl'. Stechschulte, director of the
Muth-Physics Department and
the Seismological Observatory,
has been hospitalized for a general check-up. He has been replaced by Charles E. Pinzka who
comes to Xavier from Rutgers
university.
Pinzka received a Bachelor of
Science degree from Rutgers in
1944 and has been doing graduate work up to the present time.
He joins the Department as instructor in Physics.
No replacement has been
named for F a t h e r McCourt, a
professor of French at Xavier
since l!l36.

XAVIER READY

All new members of the Masque
Society will be entertained with a
tea on the stage of South Hall
Theatre Sunday, Oct. 9, at 8:30
p.m.
Miss Sue Fischer, who is in
charge of arrangements for the
fete, expects some 30 students
from the Day and Evening Colleges to be on hand.
Hosts and hostesses for the tea
will be members of the cast of "Ah
Wilderness," the play currently in
rehearsul by the Society.
Tentative plans by Victor L. Dial
include several one-act plays to be
given by those not in the regular
production. These will be directed
by students in Dial's play and
production workshop and veteran
members of the Masque Society.

Last Monday evening in Albers
Hall 1 o b b y, the International
Relations Club initiated its third
year of activity with a discussion
on the subject of continued aid
by the United States to Nationalist China.
Plans were then outlined for
participation by the club in the
coming Regional Workshop of the
NFCCS, to be convened on Sat-

urday, Oct. 15, on Xavier's campus. The formation of a Regional
Comrnission on International Relations and topics for a panel
discussion at the Workshop were
debated.
Next on the agenda was the
proposed Speakers Bure a u . It
was decided to cooperate with
otheL' groups in providing speakers and topics for the bureau.
Members were asked to formulate topics for speeches and to
present them for discussion at the
next meeting of the c l u b on
Monday, Oct. 17.

i'---------------------------Cordu.roy Picks Up the Check
-

.22·50

Graduate School
Sbows Increase
In Enrolln1ent
With the fall registration for
the Graduate Division completed
last Saturday Dr. Raymond F.
Mc C o y announced an enrollment of 152 students, an increase
of 27 over last year's total.
Dr. McCoy, dean of the Graduate School, announced however
that there had been a decrease
in the number of veteran entrants, signifying, he feels, a return to normality. A total of 61
students are enrolled for graduate study.
With the complete totals not
yet tabulated the undergraduate
section of Xavier estimated a
drop in enrollment for the fall
semester of more than 200.
Now in its third year, the
Graduate Division has its largest
registration yet in this year's
total. Included in the breakdown
are 16 nuns, seven priests, 32
laywomen and 97 laymen, nearly
all working for masters degrees.

FOR JJ'ORKSHOP Bursar's Office
(Continued from Page 1)
at the Armory that night.
At the Workshop plans an cl
policies of the National Organization for Decent Literature will
also be discussed. The NFCCS has
organized this drive in an effort
to stamp out obscene and suggestive literature through 0 u t the
nation. Suzanne Schimanski of
Our Ludy of Cincinnati college
has been appointed director of
the drive for this region.
Jack O'Leary and Tom McDermott have been designated the
Campus Chairmen of the Workshop. They will work hand in
hand with Paul Scherer, chairman
o fthe Hospitality Committee, in
providing for the comfort of the
clelegates while at Xavier.
Larry Kane has been designated
chairman of the Transportation
Committee, which will handle the
carrying of delegates to and from
the station and their Cincinnati
quarters. Vince Dougherty and

Gives Dates
For Fee Refuucls
The Bursar's office has released
the following information concerning the reservation fee which
was paid last spring.
For non-vets the deposit will
be applied to their account or if
the account has been paid in full
it will be refunded. This refund
will be made at anytime upon
presentation of the receipt at the
Bursa1"s office.
As for the Vets, the procedure
will be slightly different. The refund will be made four weeks
after the first day of class. If a
student does not remain in resfdence or attendance four weeks
after the first clay of class he
forfeits the deposit.
According to this rule refunds
will be made beginning Oct. 15.
:Vatch the bulletin b o a rd for
further announcements.

Treat your wardrobe to a new fashion
flavor. It's velvety, pinwale Cravanetted~
Corduroy with the air of tweed. Here in
a rugged sport coat, strong on style and
wearability. 4 patch pockets, collar tab,
side vents. Grey only.

Bob Marquard will supervise re- :111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111&:
frcshments and decorations while 5
publicity for the Workshop' is un- 5
S
der the direction of Tom Lyons :S
NEW
Solitl Color Corduroy Cot1ts
21.50
5
'fhe date fo1· the annual Mili- and John Brosnan.
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Liglitaveiglit Corduroy Slt1cks
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Stur1ly
Covert
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12.50
last Monday, by the X.O.M.M.
HAT
president, Larry Bogenshutz. This lltlllormi Ct1mpus Agent
417 Vine Street near Fountain Square
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MANUFACTURING 5
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CONRAD FOCHT, Sr.,
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Hart Schaffner & Marx Clothes
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Psycbology Tests
To Be Given Next
Week; Requit~ed

EVENING STAFF
ORGANIZES FOR
COMING YEAR
An organizational meeting of
the Eve_ning College staff of the
News was held on Wednesday
night, Sept. 28, at the downtown
college.
Joseph Link, Jr. faculty moderator, delivered a short address
to the assembly and then turned
the meeting over to E. C. Editor,
Larry Barker. Tentative staff assigmnents were given out.
Those present were: Julie
Geeks, Gerry Meyer, Mary Leah
Nicholson, M a r y Adele Rennekamp, Mary Jane Popken, Pat
Fisher, Jessie Schmedes, Marie
Meldon, and Peggy Ann Louis.

Busy Schedule
For Choral Group
On Thursday, October 13, the
Xavier Choral Club begins its
weekly meetings at the Evening
College.
The Choral Club is composed
of Xavier men and women interested in group singing. Last year,
in addition to Christmas caroling
at the Little Sisters of the Poor
and the Good Samaritan Hospital,
the Choral Club entertained at
Ft. Thomas, produced its annual
Spring concert, and sang High
Mass at Bellarmine Chapel.
Helen Gough, musical director
of t h e organization, predicts a
busy and interesting schedule for
this season. Miss Gough stresses
that previous v o i c e training is
not necessary to become a member of the Choral Club.

No Smoking In Class Rooms

Libn,,.y 0 pen
The Evening College Library is
now in O\Jeration with Miss MacVeigh on ,1uty from 6 to 9 every
night. All students are free to use
the library aml are urge'l to do
so. No library books can be taken
out, howevm-, unless the borrower
checks them out through the
libra1·ian.

A111euchnent ·up A.t
l(ashnu ~Ieeling
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All first year students who are
entered in eithc1· a certificate or
a degree program m us t take
psychological tests. These tests
will be given every night during
the week of Oct. 10; t.he time and
the place will be posted on the
bulletin boa rd. Stuclcnts arc
urged to take the tests on nights
on which they clo not at.lcncl a
regular class session.
Wbcrr The N11t1on'• Top Rands Play Each Saturdll)' And Su111lay E''"""'~

Rosm·y l)evotions
All students aml faculty members are asked to atteml the nightly recitation of the Rosary, during
the month of October, in the 4th
floor auditorium at 6:20 p.m.

Sat. & Sun. Eves.
October 8-9

TOM My RQ BB I NS His
Tnnupet
& Jlis Orch.

R ES E RV AT I 0 N S --- C H 3 0 8 6

. The members of the Kasimu
are requested to attend the meeting Friday, Oct. 7, 1949, at 8 p.m.
to be held on the fourth floor of
the Evening College.
A new membership amendment
for the club will be voted upon
and other important factors will
be discussed.
Students are asked to stay
out of Hinkle Hall unless they
have business therein.

RENT A TYPEWRITER
Stmlent rate, 3 months $10

All 11111kes
Underwonrl,
comlltloncd
•ale. !'rice
ltwn1s, $1.50

NJD\\' PORTAUJ,ES Boyn!,
Col'ona, Rcnllngton and reS'l'AND.<\RD mnchlnes for
~·19.liO 1111. BUDGET sole
l•l'r weclc.

PETER PAUL SERVICE
808 !\lain Street

PA 0865

WITH SMOKERS WHO KNOW ••• IT'S

Yes, Camels are SO MILD that in a coast to coast
test of hundreds of men and women who smoked Camels
- and only Camels - for 30 consecutive clays, noted
throat specialists, making weekly examinations, reported
NOT ONE SINGLE CASE OF THROAT
IRRITATION DUE TO SMOKING CAMELI!
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Clef Me11 Elect Band Woi·k~ Long Newswriting Classes Taught Alche1nists Open T
Che1n Students
Officers, Pla11 Ho~u:sToGiveFans To Staff Members By Editors To
All interested st u dents who
o,.iguial Shotv
Bunning Dowd Instruct
. y ear
have spent 14 or more hours conA ctive
Jude Hils, ·Frank Sommerkamp, cocting evil smelling substances
(Continued _from Page 1>
Freshmen, And Veterans
Ed Vetter Is New Prexy;
34 Me1n1Jers Inducted
The X a vi er University Clef
Club again launched into another
year of activities with the inaugural meeting held last week.
At the initial get-together of
the year conducted in Alber's Hall
lobby, activities included election of officers and enrollment of
new and former members.
Ed. Vetter, bariton, was elected
president, Robert McMahon, 2nd.
tenor, vice p r e s i d e n t , Gerry
Keefe, 2nd. tenor, secretary, Tom
Murray, 1st. tenor, treasurer, and
Don Steltenkamp, 2 n cl . tenor,
business manager.
Thirty-six f o r me r members
have returned. Th e s e include
seven 1st tenors : R. Aug, J.
Dowd, G. Jutze, F. Kurleman, T.
Murray, J. Ward, V. Welsh; thirteen 2nd. tenors: R. Driehaus, G.
Driscoll, H. Gemperline, R. Huber, G. Keefe, R. McMahon, N.
Mollmann, F. Poletz, D. Russell,
D. Steltenkamp, F. Thiemann,
K. V. Ziegler, H. Zimmerman;
n in e baritones: G. Clayton, R.
Fairbanks, F. Gleason, D. Hunt,
J. King, J. McDevitt, R. Robinson,
R. Stahl, E. Vetter; seven basses:
F. Hauser, E. Hess, H. Hopkins, J.
Liegers, J. Vetter, W. Vetter, J.
Vormohr.
Thirty-four new members
which includes six 1st. tenors: T.
Burke, Robt. Falk, J. Kelly, M.
McDermott, M. Morgan, J. Doering; five 2nd. tenors: W. Conway, S. Nitzken, J. Schlueter, M.
Schoenberger, C. Wukusick; ten
baritones: L. Hornback, Robt.
Janca, M. Kearney, F. Gardner,
J. Leugers, P. Palmisano, R.
Schehl, H. Shea, E. Steilberg, R.
White; eleven basses: N. Anderson, E. Brandabier, P. Burke, J.
Drennan, D. Langefels, B. McGucken, R. Hess, J. Wood, J.
Shields, J. Torbeck, T. Dowling.
The following men arc requested to report for rehearsal on
Thursday evening, Oct. 6, at 7:30.
1st. tenors: Wm. Brems, and Jos.
Balzer; Basses: R. Hess, J. Wool,
J. Shields, J. Torbeck, and T.
Dowling.
The schedule of concert appearances is still not definite,
according to Rev. John Usher,
S.J., faculty moderator. However
as soon as it has been completed
it will be pubilshed in the News.
Last year the choral organization gave good account of itself
at numerous local appearances.
The highlight of their productions
being the annual spring Concert
and Dance held last May in the
Netherland Plaza Hotel.

·-·

The Drug Store closest to
Xavier University

The A.be Baumring
Pharmacy
EVANSTON

....

...

-.......

Raincoats
Umbrellas
Rubbers
Galoshes
for men, women
end children.

I

ed president; Robert Seifert, vice
president; and Dick Robinson, secretary-treasurer. The past president, Paul Thiemann, is now a
member of the board of trustees.
Gil Maringer, head of the band,
reports that he has Father Maguire's OK on the band's performance at the Louisville and UC
games.
Many of Lhe alumni have shown
great interest in the band by their
many letters and suggestions
which have been gratefully received by Maringer. The hard
work of the members has been
rewarded in part by fine cooperation such as the donation of cokes
and potato chips eaten after the
half show Sunday evening, and
the band's part in the freshmen
doffing their caps after the singing of the Alma Mater. One of
the rumors from the nether regions of the future is looked on
hopefully by the band, i.e. the
bands may be invited to perform
at a game of another college as a
guest. This would be a feather in
the caps of our children of Orpheus.

Inaugurated this year under the
supervision o.f the editorial :itaff
of the News, two classes in news
writing m·c being given to incoming freshmen and veteran members of the staff.
Classes will be conducted by
Bunning, editor and Tim Dowd,
Dowd, managing editor.
Initial classes were held last
week on Thursday and Friday afternoons. Thursday's 1: 30 p.m.
class includes Tom Murphy, Fred
Newbill, Ed Westwood, Joe Stine,

FR. :l\'IAGUIRE TALKS
ON WOMANHOOD
The education of women was
the subject of a short address by
the Very Rev. James F. Maguire,
S.J., before the members of the
Maria Della Strada Society in
Bellarmine Chapel last Sunday.
In opening, Fr. Maguire said
that, "Unless the ideal of true
womanhood is the inspiration of
the teacher and the student, the
education of girls will be seriously at fault." He then proceeded
to explain this ideal.

Sam Schwertman, Jim Hogan, Ed
Hess, Tom Gallagher, Ro b e r t
Duff, and Jack Connelly.
Those enrolled in Friday's 3: 30
p.m. class are: Don Saunders, Bill
Parsley, Mike Kearney, Jack Schroeder, Stan Haines, James Sassen, James O'Connell, Dan Solon,
Tom Lyons, Paul Bauer, Richard
Riordan, and Jack Cade.

in the interests of chemistry are
eligible to j o i n the Alchemist
Society, it was learned this week.
An organizational meeting will
be held next Thursday at 7: 30
p.m. in r o o m 208. Prospective
members are advised to watch
the bulletin b o a r d s . A guest
speaker is promised for the meeting.

Please - 1nay I 111ala,e

a Su,ggestion!
The Purple Cow is the place to meet
When Xavier men want to treat
Each other or their girl friend fair
To food fit for a millionaire.

THE PURPLE COW
Fountain Square Hotel

Cincinnati, Ohio

